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Abstract 
This paper extends results of Bolthausen and Schmock on the asymptotical behaviour of 
certain Laplace-type transformations of Markov chains in two aspects: First we consider 
transformations of a more general class of processes which satisfy an Orey-type fading 
condition and secondly we study transformations on process level. 
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1. Introduction 
Let P be a measure on (t2, ~-), where f2 = S •o, S is a Polish space and ~ = ~(I2) 
denotes the Borel-a-field to the product topology on f2. Let L ,  denote the cyclic 
empirical process. 
For a measurable functional F : ~'1(I2) ~ [ - ~ ,  ~ ), which is bounded above, we 
define the Laplace-type-transformed process /3  for n e N and A e ~ by 
P . [A]  '=  ]" l a 'exp(n ' (F (L . ) )dP  
exp(n 'F (L . ) )dP  
If the sequence (P o L~ 1 ).~ N satisfies a large deviation principle with rate function I, 
one can derive results on the asymptotical behaviour of the sequence (P . ) .~  under 
certain regularity assumptions on the measure P and the functional F. We show that 
under these assumptions the sequence (P.).~ ~ is tight in "/~1 (~'~) and every accumula- 
tion point is a mixture of transformed measures of the compact set of those measures 
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which maximize the functional (ff - I), where ff denotes the upper semicontinuous 
version of F. 
This result (Theorem 2.3) has been inspired by the work of Bolthausen and 
Schmock (1989) and is an extension of their Theorem 2.4 in two directions: the first is 
that we study transformations on"level-011 )'', i.e. we study transformations where the 
functional F has the full empirical process as its argument and the second and more 
important extension is that we not only consider transformations of Markov chains, 
but also transformations of more general measures which satisfy a certain "fad- 
ing-condition" (Condition 2.1) in the sense that the dependence of the evolution of the 
process on its states in the past decreases sufficiently fast with their distance in time. 
A similar, slightly weaker fading-condition is contained in Condition 4.1 in Orey 
(1984). Orey shows that for measures of this kind (assuming certain additional 
regularity conditions) a Shannon-McMillan-type theorem is valid and that the 
sequence (Po L~-l)nEl~l satisfies a large deviation principle with the specific relative 
entropy as rate function. Hence for such measures our Theorem 2.3 applies with the 
specific relative entropy as rate function. 
Our main result also extends Theorem 4.1.16 of Schmock (1990) in the discrete 
time case, for which Schmock considers transformations of Markov chains where 
F has any finite dimensional marginals of L, as its argument. But Schmock also 
discusses the case of continuous time markov processes, which is not covered by our 
work. 
Georgii (1993) considers transformations of random fields (which we do not), but he 
obtains a result similar to our Theorem 2.3 only for P being a shift-invariant product 
measure (Georgii, 1993, Theorem 1.6). 
A special case of our theorem is F = - oo lr,, for some F ~ J4~(O). In this case 
P,[A] = P[AIL,  ~ F], and i fP  does not belong to the closure o f f  one derives with 
the help of Theorem 2.3 asymptotic results for the process P under large deviations of 
the empirical process L,. 
Some papers consider the special case of limit laws for conditional distributions, 
conditioned on the empirical measure: Csiszar (1984) derives strong convergence 
results for the process P('IP, ~ F), where P is a stationary product measure, p, de- 
notes the empirical measure and F is a convex set of measures. Csiszar et al. (1987) 
have studied Markov chains on a finite state space, conditioned on the empirical pair 
measure, using combinatorial methods. 
2. Notations and statement of the result 
Let S be a Polish space. We equip the product space f2 := S •o with the product 
topology, so it becomes a Polish space, too. For n e ~d o and 09 = (co(0), co(l) . . . .  ) ~ f2 
the projection X,  : f2 ~ S is defined by X,(co) : = og(n). 
We denote by ~(S) the Borel-a-field on S and by ~- := ~(f2) the Borel-a-field on f2. 
We write ~,  for the a-field that is generated by the events which occur up to time n, i.e. 
~ , := a(Xo, ..., X,). 
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Let i l l  (t2), the space of probability measures on (O, o ~) ,  be equipped with the weak 
topology which turns it into a Polish space. In the sequel all topological statements 
concerning probability measures will refer to the weak topology. In particular we 
mean by convergence of probability measures their weak convergence. 
The shift-transformation T: f2 ~ f2 is defined by (Tco)(n) : = co(n + 1). We denote 
by J / s (o )  the closed and convex set of stationary probability measures on O, i.e. the 
set of measures that are invariant w.r.t, the shift T: 
j//s(Q) := {Q • J//, (f2): Q o T - '  = Q}. 
We define the projection k of a measure Q • ~'~ (f2) on its marginal distribution on S k 
by nkQ:= Q o (Xo . . . . .  xk-1) -1 .  The "cyclic" empirical process L, :  f2 ~ Jgl(O) is 
defined as 
L.(co) :=  ~ T~(~o.), 
n+lk=0 
where 
co( /+ l )  if i~nmodn+l ,  
T.(co)(i):= co( i -n )  if i -nmodn+ l 
denotes the cyclic shift and co. denotes the periodical continuation of 
((D(0), ... ,(D(n)) • S n+l on co. := (CO(0) . . . . .  co(n),co(0) . . . . .  co(n), ... )•  12. Note that 
L.(co) • J//s(f2) for all co • f2 and that L. is ~-.-measurable. 
Let P • J//1 (O) be a measure on the path space and let F : J / l(f2) ~ [ - oo, oc ) be 
a measurable functional which is bounded above. If P[F (L . )  = - oc ] < 1 for all 
sufficiently large n • N one can define the sequence (P.),~N of Laplace-type trans- 
formations of P as 
/S [A3 := E l la  "exp(n 'F(L . ) ) ]  
e[exp(n .F(L . ) ) ]  ' 
where A • o~ and E denotes expectation w.r.t.P. 
We will now study the asymptotical behaviour of the sequence ( /3 ) .~  under 
suitable assumptions on the process measure P and on the functional F. 
Let/~ • ~t/I(S) be the initial distribution of the process and (K , ) .~  a family of 
stochastic kernels, with K,  : S" × ~(S) ~ [0, 1] for n • N. Thus, a measure 
P:=p®KI®K2® "" • J /g l (O)  
is induced, on which we put the following assumption: 
Condition 2.1 
1. There exists a measure n • ~'1(S), such that for all n • N 
K, (xo ,  ... , x , -1 ,dy)  = k, (xo . . . . .  x . _ l ,y )n (dy)  for all (Xo . . . . .  x , -a )•  S", 
and k. is continuous, bounded and bounded away from zero. 
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The initial distribution satisfies 
/~(dx) = m(x)n(dx) 
and m is bounded and continuous. 
. For all n • ~d let a. be given by 
dK.+l (Xo . . . . .  X . , ' )  
1 + ~. ' -  dKn(Xl  . . . . .  X , , ' )  ( in+l ) '  
then for ~* := sup,o~Ql~.(rn)l we assume 
lira n2+O-~ * = 0, 
n--* ~3 
for any 6 > 0. 
Remark 2.2. Our condition is similar to Condition 4.1 of Orey (1984). Orey assumes 
n=l 
and shows that under additional regularity assumptions for such measures P there 
holds a Shannon-McMil lan-type theorem and that the sequence (P o L~ ~).~N satis- 
fies a large deviation principle with the specific relative entropy as rate function. 
Note that our condition does not imply the stationarity of P. 
In the Markovian case P = p ® K ®°° the condition is satisfied because then all 
• , are equal to zero. 
If P is a m-step-Markov chain, i.e. P = #® K1 ® K2 ® ... @ K~ *, then ~* = 0 
for all n > m. 
Condition 2.1 implies that P is locally absolutely continuous w.r.t, the product 
measure P := rc ® ~ and that for all n • N we get 
dK,+ l(Xo . . . . .  X. , - )  dK.(Xx, ... ,X . , ' ) (X .+ l )  
k .+, (Xo . . . . .  x .+ l )  = (x .+, )  
= (1 + ~,)k.(Xl ,  . . . ,X .+l) .  
Thus we have for n > 2 (writing l := ln /Z J :=  sup{k• N:k  < n/2}) 
dP ~. r-I --~ = m(Xo) ki(Xo . . . . .  Xi) 
dP i=1 
) = m(Xo) 1-I ki(Xo . . . . .  x i )  kl(Xi-t  . . . .  ,Xi) (1 + ~j-1  
i=1 i= l+ l  \ i= l+ l j= l+ l  
and with 
m(X o) I]',- xx k,(Xo, ..., X,) 
~/. :=  l-lti = 1 k l (X . - t+ i  . . . . .  Xn ,Xo  . . . . .  X i -1 )  ' 
i I  ' f " :="  k t (X i - I  . . . . .  X i )  1-[ k t (Xn- t+ i  . . . . .  Xn,Xo  . . . . .  Xi -1 )  
i=l i=l  
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and 
f i  i 
~.:= I--[ (I + ~_:) 
i=l+l j= l+ l  
we obtain 
dP = ff , ' f .  "7., 
d-p~o 
i.e. the density allows a factorization, where f~ is shift-invariant for all n and ~. con- 
verges to 1 as n goes to infinity. This will be of major importance in the proof of our 
main result. 
The not-shift-invariant and "not-vanishing" part of the density, ~b,, is needed to 
define ~. :./¢1(O) ~ Jt'l(f2) for given Q G ~'l(O), A e ~- by 
4~.(Q) [A] := ~b.o T~ 1A o T'dQ 
f O~° T~ dQ 
We will show below (Corollary 3.8) that the limit • :,~¢1s(o) --* ~'l(t2), defined by 
• (Q)[A] := lira q~,(Q)[A] for Q e J l s (o) ,  A e ~-, 
n~oo 
exists and that it is ~( J l f (O) ) -  ~(Jll(O))-measurable. The crucial point in the 
proof of our theorem will be that q~(L.)[A] is a good approximation for the 
conditional probability of A e ~-, given the empirical process L.. 
We recall that the sequence (P o L~-I),~ satisfies a large deviation principle with 
rate function I, I : J [ l (O  ) ~ [0, oo ], if 
(i) I is lower semicontinuous. 
(ii) I has compact level sets, i.e. for all r e R the sets Kr, 
Kr := {O G Jgx(f2): I(O) <_ r}, 
are compact in J/1 (I2). 
(iii) For all A e ~(Jtx(I2)) we have 
l imsup l logP[L ,  eA]  _< - inf I(Q), 
n~oo n QeclA 
1 
l im in f - logP[L ,  eA]  > - inf I(Q), 
n~oo n Q~int A 
where cl A and int A denote the closure resp. the interior of A. 
We define upper- resp. lower-semicontinuous versions of the functional F as 
F(Q) := inf sup F(0A, 
Uopen, QEU Q~U 
F(Q) := sup sup F(Q). 
Uopen, OEU Q~U 
The main result is the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.3. I f  
1. P ~ J/fl(O) satisfies Condition 2.1, 
2. the sequence ( P o L~ 1 ).E ~ satisfies a large deviation principle with rate function I, 
3. for all sufficiently large n ~ N: P[F(L . )  = - oo ] < 1, and 
4. sup ( /7(Q)_ I (Q))  = sup ( i f (Q) - I (Q) )  > - oo, 
Then 
K:= {Q ~ J / , (O):  F(Q) - I(Q) = sup (F(Q) - I(Q))} 
is nonempty and compact. 
The family (P.)n~N is tight in J/la (0) and any accumulation point P of the sequence has 
a representation 
= fK q~(Q)R(dQ), 
where R ~ J / l( J/gl(O)) and R(K)  = 1. 
Remark 2.4. If the assumptions of the theorem are satisfied and K contains just 
a single point, i.e. K = {Q}, the theorem implies the convergence of the sequence 
( /3 ) .~  to ~(Q). 
Remark 2.5. Assumption 4 of Theorem 2.3 means for the case 
F (Q) := - oo • lrc(Q), 
that F __c_ J//1(O) satisfies the following condition: 
inf I (Q)= inf I(Q), 
Q~intF Q~cF 
i.e. one has the identity 
lira -1 logP[L ,  e F]  = - inf I(Q), 
n~oo n QEF 
which corresponds to the so-called Sanov-property in Csiszar (1984). 
Remark 2.6. If the functional F is real-valued and continuous, then conditions 3. and 
4. of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied; examples are 
F(Q) := ffdQ, 
for f :  t2 ~ ~ bounded and continuous, or 
F(Q) = f V(co, t/)Q(dtn)Q(dt/), 
where V : 0 2 ~ R is bounded and continuous. 
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Remark 2.7. If one has a large deviation result in the finer z-topology, i.e. the topology 
which is generated by the integrals over bounded, measurable functions, one can relax 
Condition 2.1: then the measurability ofthe densities k, is sufficient; one does not have 
to impose their continuity, cf. the remark in the following 
Example 2.8. Application to Markov Chains. 
Our theorem easily applies to the following Markovian situation, for which we 
derive a leveMII-version of Theorem 2.4 of Bolthausen and Schmock (1989). More- 
over, we can give a more explicit representation for the accumulation points than in 
our quite general theorem. Let # e J//I(S) be the initial distribution of the chain, 
K denotes a Markov transition kernel on (S, M(S)). On/~ and K we put the following 
Condition. There exists a reference measure zt E J¢1(S), such that 
(i) rt is invariant w.r.t. K, i.e. rrK = re, 
(ii) # and K have continuous densities w.r.t. 7t, i.e. 
y(dx) = m(x)n(dx), K(x, dy) = k(x, y)Tt(dy), 
and m and k are continuous. 
(iii) Let k be bounded and bounded away from zero. 
(iv) Let m be bounded. 
Remark. The main difference to Condition 2.2 of Bolthausen and Schmock (1989) is 
the assumed continuity of the densities k and m. We need this condition because we 
work in the weak topology, since we use large deviation results in this topology. 
Therefore we need the continuity of • in the weak topology for the proof of 
Proposition 3.9. If one has a large deviation result in the finer z-topology, then, as in 
Bolthausen and Schmock (1989), one only needs the continuity of q~ w.r.t, this finer 
topology and therefore only the measurability of the densities k and m. 
For the Markov chain P =/~®K ®~, the specific relative entropy h(Q[P) of 
a measure Q e J//l(f2) w.r.t. P is well-defined by 
h,O _{'?! if Q + J//s(f2), 
otherwise, 
where H,(QIP) denotes relative entropy w.r.t. ~ , ,  i.e. 
. .<Q,p,:= 
d7zn+ 1 
dT~.+lQ if ~.+IQ~7~.+IP, 
dn.+ 1 P 
otherwise. 
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The Markov chain satisfies Condition 2.1. Exercises 2.1.21 and 3.2.22 of Deuschel and 
Stroock (1989) together with Theorem 3.2 of Bolthausen and Schmock (1989), i.e., 
a projective limit argument imply that the sequence (poL21) ,~ satisfies a large 
deviation principle with rate function h('l P). Hence Theorem 2.3 applies with the 
specific relative ntropy as rate function. Moreover we can compute the limit to in this 
special case: 
For I = [_n/2J, Q e des(o), A e o~-, tO is defined by 
f,I, o Ttlao TtdQ to(Q)(A) = lim to.(Q)(A)= lim j~-. . 
But here 
1 O. ° r~. = m(Xt)l-Ili- a k(Xi- 1, Xi) _ m(Xl) 
I I-Ii=lk(X~-l,Xi) k(Xt-l,Xl) 
Using the stationarity of Q we get for all n > 2 
m(Xl! /~  m(Xt) 
to.(Q)(A) = 3k(X,_,, X~) la° TtdQ / Jk(xt_, ,  Xt) 
_ ~ re(X1) ~.^/  ; re(X1) dQ. 
Jk<Xo, x,) 1.o / J k<X--Z-.Y, xl) 
dQ 
Hence, any accumulation point/3 of/3, has a representation 
/3[A] = ~ ( ( re (X1)  dr" / C m(X1) dQ)R(dQ), 
JK\Jk(Xo, X1) l a°T  
Ae~.  
Remarks. Since we consider transformations on process level, the accumulation 
points are, in contrast o the result of Bolthausen and Schmock (1989), no longer 
mixtures of Markov chains. 
I fP  is a m-step-Markov chain, P = I ~ ® K1 ® Kz ® ... @ K~ ~, one can compute 
the functional to in the same way as above. Then to, = to, for all n > 2m. 
If P is a stationary product measure, P =/2 ®°°, then to(Q) = Q, i.e. in this case the 
accumulation points of (P,),~N are mixtures of measures of K. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2.3 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 consists of two parts, illustrating the role of the two main 
ingredients for our result. 
The first part states consequences of the large deviation principle and the regularity 
assumptions on F and makes essential use of Laplace's method (Varadhan's theorem). 
The proofs of this part do not depend on the structure of the measure P which is given 
in Condition 2.1. 
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In the second part we make essential use of functionals describing conditional 
probabilities, given the empirical process. Here it is Condition 2.1, which makes things 
work. We define functionals, depending on n, which describe the conditional expecta- 
tion of the process P, given the empirical process L,: Thanks to our fading condition 
there exists a sequence of/-step Markov chains which give a good approximation for 
P and there are functionals, describing the conditional evolution of these /-step 
Markov chains, given Ln, which on the other hand approximate the above func- 
tionals. The fading condition moreover implies the convergence of the functionals 
belonging to the Markov chains and with the help of their limit one can give 
a representation for the accumulation points of the sequence P,. 
3.1. Consequences of the large deviation principle 
The proofs in this section will be omitted for they carry over from Bolthausen and 
Schmock (1989) with obvious changes 
[ ,emma 3.1. The set K, 
K '= {0 F(O) - I (0 )  = 
is nonempty and compact. 
sup ( i f (Q)-  I(Q))}, 
Qe-Mt(O) 
Proof. See Lemma 3.5 in Bolthausen and Schmock (1989). [] 
A version of Varadhan's theorem is as follows. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G:~/ I ( I2 )~[ -  oo, oo) be ~ (.~/¢ t (t2 ) )-measurable and bounded 
above. If G and G denote the upper-, resp. lower- semicontinuous versions of G, then 
limsupl-logE[exp(n.G(Ln))] < sup ((~(Q) - I(Q)) 
n~oo n Qe~t(Q) 
and 
liminf 1 logE[exp(n. G(Ln))] > 
n~oo n 
sup (G(Q)-  I(Q)). 
Qe~gtt(O) - 
Proof. See Corollary 3.3 in Bolthausen and Schmock (1989). [] 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.2, the next lemma shows that the distribution of the 
empirical process under the transformations (/3,)n~N finally concentrates on the 
compact set K. 
Lemma 3.3. Let R. be the distribution of Ln under P., i.e. Rn e JCl ( J¢[l ( O ) ) is defined by 
R, :=/5, ° L~-l, 
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then for every open neighbourhood U of K: 
lim R. [ U c] = 0. 
n --} oo 
Proof. See Lemma 4.4 in Bolthausen and Schmock (1989). [] 
Corollary 3.4. {R.: n ~ [~} ~_ ~'l(dt'l(f2)) is tight. 
Proof. See Corollary 4.5 (a) in Bolthausen and Schmock (1989). [] 
3.2. Tightness of the transformed process 
Given k, n ~ N and 1 = L n/21 we define the functional g3~: J/1([2) ---} ~'1 (S k) by 
g3~(Q)[A] := ~ (~k..7.) ° T~ 1A(Xt "" X,+k-1)dO 
(~.'7.) °T. t dQ 
for Q e -//1 (£2), A E ~(S*), and now we can state a central proposition, concerning the 
conditional expectation of the process P, given the empirical process L., which is an 
analogon to Lemma 4.2 of Bolthausen and Schmock (1989) in our more general 
setting. 
Proposition 3.5. I f  k ~ N, A ~ ~(Sk), then for n >_ 2k 
E[1A(Xo  ... Xk-1) IL.]  = q~.k(L.)[A]. 
Proof. $.k(')[A] is N(J/l(I2))-measurable with Lemma 2.1 of Bolthausen and 
Schmock (1989), therefore the right-hand side is L.-measurable. Let C ~ a(L,). We 
have to show that 
E[ la(Xo ... Xk- , ) l c ]  = E[$k.(L,)[A] lc]. 
We first define the (noncyclic) empirical process 
n 
/~. (o~) := __n+lk=l ~o ~ T.'(~,) •
Note that/~, is, in contrast to L., not ~ .  - ~(J[1 (O))-measurable. We now make use 
of the fact that/3, lc,f . ,  L. and L. are cyclic shift-invariant, i.e. 
/3oT~-I=P; l coT .= lc ;  f .oT .=f . ;  L .oT .=E. ;  L .oT .=L .  
and therefore 
E[1AXo ... xk_ , ) l c ]  
= f¢ .7 . f .  1a(X0 "'" Xk-,) lcd/3 
3 
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1 " 
- - f~ , .y . f~ lAXo ... X, - l ) l c~-~j~odP°T , -~ 
I 1 ~ = ~ (O.~. la(Xo ... X~_,))oT~LlcdP 
j=O 
=f( f (~.~ ' . lA (Xo" 'Xk - l )dE . ) f .  lcdP 
"~f ( f ( l#n~Jn ,° r l lA (X l ' "X l+k- l ,d l -~n) fn lcdP .  
With ($.?.)o T2 and, because of n > l + k - 1, also la(Xt, ... ,Xl+k-1), being ~,~- 
measurable, one has 
f(¢,,y,,)o a(Xt "" = f (~b.7.) ° "" X,+k-1)dL,, T~I Xl+k- l)dff~n T/1a(Xl 
and with the definition of ~k we get 
f ( f ( ~.y.)o T'. I A(X, ... X t +k_ l) dL,,)f, lcdP 
= f ( f (q*.~'.)° T:dL.) ~:(L.)[A]f. lcdP 
= f ( f (q'.,.)° T'.dE.) $~.(L.)[A]f. lcdP 
1 " 
f ' id ,  = O,,y,,~k(L.)[A]f. l c~- -~ j=o 
= ft l ' .7.~k(L.)[A]f ,  l cdP 
= E[$k(L,)[A] lc]. [] 
k. ~. :Jtl (0) --* ,/1t I (S k) is given by Fork6t~andn>2k4. .=nk  °
~k(Q)[A] = S ~. o T~, I A(X, . . . . .  X,+k- ,)dQ 
S ~ k"° T~dQ 
where Q ~ J / t  (o), A e ~(Sk), l -- Ln/2l. 
Note that q~k describes the conditional expectation ofa/-step-Markov chain, given 
the empirical process, i.e. for P = # ® Kt ® .-. ® K,_ 1 ® K~ ®~, one can state Pro- 
position 3.5 with ~k instead of Sk. The next lemma shows that one can approximate 
Sby@. 
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Lemma 3.6. For any e > 0 and any k e N there exists a no = no(k, e), such that for all 
n >_ no, A e ~(S  k) and Q ~ J / l ( f2)  
I +~(Q)[-A] - qS~(Q)[-A] I < e. 
Proof. Let e < 1 and k be given. With I := Ln/2J  and a* '= maxl _ i _<.- 1 e* we get 
for n > 2k: 
f l  j ~'. = l-I (1 + a,- l )  
j= l+ l  i=l+l  
< I-I (1 + ~?_~) 
j= l+ l  i=l+l  
_< (1 + ~, )e .  
Now we choose no according to Condit ion 2.1 such that (1 + a*)~ _< 1 + e/4 and 
(1 - :¢*) l~ > 1 - e/4 for n > no. Hence 
1 -~gT.~ l+~ 
for all n > no, which implies 
• ~(Q)[A] 1 - e/4 
1 ~e/4  - < ~(Q) [A]  _< ~(Q)I-A] .11 - + e/4e/4 
for all A e ~(S*)  and all Q e ,A~I(~~ ) and therefore 
£ 
• ~(Q)[A] -~  < ~(Q) [A]  _< ~(Q) [A]  + ~. [] 
The next lemma shows the convergence of the sequence (~.(Q)) for stationary 
measures Q. 
Lemma 3.7. Given e > 0 there exists a no ~ N, such that for all j ~ N, A ~ ~ = ~(f2) 
and for all Q e ~s(o)  
I~o(Q) [a ]  - ~o+j(Q)I-A]I < e. 
Proof. Remember that Condit ion 2.1 says that  2 +~ . * n "~. is small as n tends to infinity. 
Hence, given e>0,  we can choose nl,  such that (1 +a~')s+x < 1 +e l  and 
(1 - a , ) ,+ l  > 1 - et for all n > nl, where l :=Ln/2  A and 
grn : = 
4mX+~" 
Let n2 be large enough, that Y,.~=ll/nX+~ < 1, where I :=  Ln2/2J .  Now we define 
no := max{n~,n2} and set / :=  Lno/2J .  Let A e ~- and Q e ~¢¢as(t2) be given. 
We first give an estimate for the difference 4 ,  0 + I (Q) [A]  - ~.o(Q)[A] :  
l l If L(no + 1)/2J = l, then with the definition of ~b. we have ~b.o+ 1° T,o+X = ~'.o o T.  ° 
therefore ¢'~o+I(Q)[A] = q~.o(Q)[A]. 
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Ifk(no + 1)/2J = l + 1, we get 
I-Ii=l k i (X l+ 1, ... ,X t+ l +i) o Tl+t m(Xt+l) l 
~/n°+l n°+l  = l-I~=ok,+l(Xi . . . . .  Xi+,+l) 
m(Xl+ t-1 ~)II~=~ k i (X~+l ,  ... ,X~+1+,). 
l -1  
[Ii=o kt(X,+ 1 . . . .  ,Xi+~+ ~) 
1 
= ~b.oO rio ° T l_i/i=o( 1 A- at ° Wi) " 
[I~=o(1 + ~l ° T i) 
Hence 
(~,.o o T~oo T ) '  1 °T l+ l  T t T) (1 +~?) '+~ -<~.o+~ -~o+~ -- - (~.o ° .o ° (1 - a~) t+l" 
Now we get 
°T /+I  <(1 +2el)'(~b.oOT l oT).  (1-el) ' (~k.ooTt.o °T) -<~b.o+l  - .o+1 "o 
The stationarity of Q gives 
• ~o(Q)[A] S(~°°T~°°T) ' (1A°T"°+I )dQ 
= [.~.oOT~oOTdQ 
and this implies 
• .o (Q) [A]  • - -  
1 - -  ~:l 
1 + 2ez 
1 + 2e~ 
-< ~o+, (Q) [A]  < ~.o(O) [A]  • 1 - ~, 
Hence 
• .o(Q)[A] - 3e, < ~.o+x(Q)[A] < ~.o(Q)[A] + 4~,. 
Induction and the triangle inequality give, for all j ~ [~, 
l+j--1 l+j-1 
• .o(Q)[A] - 3" ~_, em< ~.o+j(Q)[A] <_ ~.o(Q)[A] + 4" ~., 
lrtlml IT, g~[  
/3 m . 
Hence 
3 
#.o(Q)[A] - ~ e < #.o+j(Q)[A] <_ ~.o(Q)[A] + e. [ ]  
Corollary 3.8. 
(1) I f  n > 2, then ~, is continuous on .WI(I2) and therefore ~(Jgl(t2)) - ~(~/x(f2))- 
measurable. 
(2) The limit q~:J /s(o)-}J /~(f2) ,  defined by q~(Q)[A] '= l im. .oo~n(Q)[A] ,  for 
Q E j/4s(~), A e ~,  exists. 
rp is continuous on ~qs(f2) and therefore g~(Jgs(I2)) - ~(Jgl(f2))-measurable. 
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Proof. (1): If n > 2, then fo r fe  Cb(O) Q e ~'1(f2) and l = Ln/2J we have 
fdq~.(Q) ~ ~b,o Tlfo T tda 
Since ~b, e Cb(g2) qb is continuous. 
(2): Lemma 3.7 shows that the limit • exists. Its continuity follows from (1) and 
Lemma 3.7. [] 
The proof of the following proposition contains very much of what one may call the 
central idea for the "whole story", namely how to make use of functionals, describing 
conditional expectations, given the cyclic empirical process L.. 
Proposition 3.9. l f  pk := ~zk(P.), then for all k e ~ (Pk).~N is tight in J / ,(S k) and any 
weak limit point ~k has a representation 
pk = f q~R(Q)R(dQ), 
3~ 
where R ~ JC1(~'l(t2)). 
Proof. Ifk e N then for A ~ ~(Sk), n > 2k and I = Ln/2J we obtain using Proposition 
3.5 
P~ [A] = E[exp(n.F(L.)) la(Xo, ..., Xk-1)]/E[exp(n'F(L,))] 
= E [exp(n.F(L.))E [ la(Xo, ..., Xk-1)l L.] ]/E[exp(n. F(L.))] 
= E[exp(n-F(L.))$~(L.)[A]]/E[exp(n'F(L.))]  
= fJr $k(Q)[A]P"°L;'(dQ) 
1(0) 
= fJr Sk(Q) [A] R.(dQ), 
where in the last equality we make use of the fact that Rn =/~, ° L ;  ~ only puts mass to 
stationary measures. We now show the relative compactness of the family ^k 
which by applying Prohorov's theorem proves their tightness. Let (P~j)jE~ be a sub- 
sequence of ( ,).E~. Using Corollary 3.4 we see that (Rnj)j~N has a converging 
subsequence, which we denote by (R,,j,)i~N, and its limit with R. Let ~ > 0 and 
f~ Cb(S k) he given. Lemma 3.6 shows that there exists an io ~ N, such that for all 
i>_io 
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With Lemma 3.7 and Corollary 3.8 being valid in particular for the marginal 
distributions of ~., we see that there is an ia e N, such that for all i > il 
] £~,o, fs f d~k.j,(Q)R.j,(dQ)- f~tf, a, fs f d~k(Q)R.j,(dQ) <13/3. 
As ~s*fdq~ k e Cb(jts(~2)), there is an i2 E N, such that for all i _> i2 
I £a;,a, fs.f d~*(O)R.,,(dO.) - f~;,o, fs f d~k(O)R(dO) <e/3. 
Hence for all i >_ max{io,il,i2}: 
fs~f dP'~,- f~t~,Q, fs ~f d~k(Q)R(dQ) 
= £.,,o, fs.fd$~.,,(O)R.,,(dO)-f.f,o, fsfd~*(O)R(d9.) 
< 13, 
p~ and this shows the convergence of( .j,)i~n to ~.~t~ta)¢bg(Q)R(dQ). [] 
Corollary 3.10. ( /3 ) .~  is tight. 
Proof. This follows from the tightness of the marginal distributions. [] 
Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 2.3. I f , ( f i . ) j~ is any converging 
subsequence of ( /3 ) .~  with limit measure P, then the marginals 
~k (P.j)j~ = (rCk(fi~i))~N also converge to/3k = nk('f'). By Corollary 3.4 we may assume 
that (R.j)j~N converges to a limit R. According to Proposition 3.9, fik has for all k E 
and all A e ~(S k) a representation 
pk[A] = f ~k(Q)[A] R(dQ). d~ 
Hence for all A ~ f f  we have 
/3[A] = f q~(Q)[A] R(dQ). 
3, 
By Lemma 3.3 we know that the mass of R is concentrated on the compact set K, 
therefore we finally obtain 
/3[A] = fK 45(Q)[A] R(dQ), 
which completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
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